ABSTRACT Unary error correction (UEC) codes have recently been proposed for the joint source and channel coding of symbol values that are selected from a set having an infinite cardinality. However, the original UEC scheme requires the knowledge of the source probability distribution, in order to achieve nearcapacity operation. This limits the applicability of the UEC scheme, since the source probability distribution is typically non-stationary and is unknown in practice. In this paper, we propose a dynamic version of the UEC scheme, which can learn the unknown source statistics and gradually improve its decoding performance during a transient phase, then dynamically adapt to the non-stationary statistics and maintain reliable nearcapacity operation during a steady-state phase, at the cost of only a moderate memory requirement at the decoder. Based on the same learning technique, we also propose two separate source and channel coding benchmarkers, namely, a learning-aided Elias gamma-convolutional code (CC) scheme and a learningaided arithmetic-CC scheme. The simulation results reveal that our proposed learning-aided UEC scheme outperforms the benchmarkers by up to 0.85 dB, without requiring any additional decoding complexity or any additional transmission-energy, -bandwidth, or -duration.
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NOMENCLATURE

3D
Three · Rounding a numerical value to its nearest higher integer.
·
Rounding a numerical value to its nearest lower integer. max(·)
The maximum value of a vector/matrix. min (·) The minimum value of a vector/matrix. mod(x, y) The remainder after the division of x by y.
The complementary operation. odd(·) The function yields 1 if the operand is odd or 0 if it is even.
I. INTRODUCTION
In mobile wireless scenarios, multimedia transmission is required to be bandwidth efficient and resilient to transmission errors, motivating source coding for compression and channel coding for error correction [1] - [3] . According to Shannon's source-channel separation theorem [4] , classic Separate Source and Channel Coding (SSCC) is able to achieve near-capacity communication by combining a nearentropy source code, such as an arithmetic code [5] , with a near-capacity channel code, such as serially concatenated Convolutional Codes (CCs) [6] . In this way, it is theoretically possible to reconstruct the multimedia source information with an infinitesimally low probability of error, whenever the transmission throughput does not exceed the channel's capacity [4] . However, SSCC relies upon a number of assumptions that may not be valid in practice [7] . For example, near-entropy arithmetic coding requires both the transmitter and receiver to have accurate knowledge of the source probability distribution, which quantifies the occurrence probability of every value that is adopted by the source symbols. Indeed, in many practical applications, the source distribution is unknown at both the transmitter and the receiver, particularly if it is non-stationary, causing the symbol value probabilities to vary with time. This motivates the design of universal codes, such as the Elias Gamma (EG) code [8] and its generalization, the Exponential Golomb (ExpG) code [9] . These codes facilitate the binary encoding of symbol values selected from infinite sets, without requiring any knowledge of the corresponding occurrence probabilities at either the transmitter or receiver. For example, the H.264 [10] and H.265 [11] video codecs employ the EG and ExpG codes, which may be serially concatenated with CCs to provide a separate error correction capability. Nevertheless, this SSCC approach typically suffers from capacity loss, owing to the residual redundancy that is typically retained during EG and ExpG encoding. This limits the level of compression that can be achieved, resulting in an average number of EG-or ExpG-encoded bits per symbol that exceeds the entropy of the symbols.
In order to exploit the residual redundancy that is retained in the classic SSCC approach and hence to achieve nearcapacity operation, Joint Source and Channel Coding (JSCC) arrangements [12] have been proposed, such as Reversible Variable Length Codes (RVLCs) [13] , Variable Length Error Correction (VLEC) codes [14] and Irregular Variable Length Codes (IrVLCs) [15] . However until recently, all previous JSCCs suffered from an excessive decoding complexity, when the cardinality of the symbol value set is large. In particular, the decoding complexity became infinite if the cardinality is infinite. As we have previously demonstrated in [16, Fig. 1 ], the symbols that are EG encoded in H. 264 are approximately zeta distributed [17] , resulting in some VOLUME 4, 2016 rare symbol values of around 1000, which are too high to be practically considered by previous JSCCs. This is also true of H.265 distributed symbols, as we shall show in this paper.
Against this background, we proposed a novel JSCC scheme referred to as the Unary Error Correction (UEC) code [16] . This was the first JSCC that mitigates the abovedescribed capacity loss and incurs only a moderate decoding complexity, even when the cardinality of the symbol set is infinite. However, in our previous work, the UEC code was only able to achieve the near-capacity operation when the source distribution was known at the receiver. Hence, the applicability of the UEC code has been limited to some particular scenarios and has been prevented in the generalised case of unknown and non-stationary probability distributions. As depicted in Figure 1 , there are a range of different aspects that have to be considered, when designing the UEC codes. In each of the papers [16] , [18] , [19] , we focused on and made contributions to one or more of the aspects seen in Figure 1 .
In [16] , we introduced the encoding and decoding operations of the UEC code and characterized a serially concatenated scheme, namely the UEC-IrURC scheme proposed for facilitating practical near-capacity operation. The UEC encoder consists of two parts, namely the unary encoder and the trellis encoder. Owing to the synchronization between the unary codewords and the trellis transitions, the UEC decoder can invoke the BCJR algorithm to exploit all residual redundancy that remains following unary encoding, hence facilitating near-capacity operation at a moderate complexity. We also quantified the computational complexity of the UEC scheme in order to strike a desirable tradeoff between the contradictory requirements of low complexity and near-capacity operation. The EXIT chart and area properties of the UEC code were characterized and it was shown that in the case of arbitrary symbol value distributions, the capacity loss asymptotically approaches zero, as the complexity of the UEC trellis is increased. We showed that the SSCC EG-CC benchmarker suffers from capacity loss. Hence, our simulation results demonstrate that our UEC-IrURC scheme outperforms the EG-CC-IrURC benchmarker, offering a 1.3 dB gain and operating within 1.6 dB of the capacity bound.
When a UEC trellis encoder operates on the basis of an extended codebook, the corresponding trellis decoder can still employ the original codebook having a lower complexity. Based on this observation, we proposed dynamically reducing or increasing the number of states employed in the trellis decoder, in order to carefully balance the performance versus complexity trade-off. In [18] , we proposed an Adaptive UEC-Turbo scheme, which is a three-stage concatenation applying an adaptive iterative decoding technique for expediting iterative decoding convergence. Three-Dimensional (3D) EXIT chart analysis was proposed for controlling the dynamic adaptation of the UEC trellis decoder, as well as for controlling the decoder activation order between the UEC decoder and the turbo decoder. More particularly, the 3D EXIT chart was employed for quantifying the benefit of activating each decoding component at each stage of the iterative decoding process. We showed that the UEC decoder's operation can be dynamically adjusted, and additionally its activation order controlling the iterative soft information exchange with the two turbo decoder components may also be varied. We also quantified the corresponding complexity cost in terms of the number of ACS operations performed by each decoding component. By activating the specific decoding component offering the largest benefit-tocost ratio at each stage, we demonstrated that the convergence of the iterative decoding process may be significantly expedited, resulting in an attractive trade-off between its decoding complexity and its error correction capability.
Inspired by the irregular coding philosophy [15] , in [19] we proposed an Irregular UEC-IrURC scheme, which facilitates nearer-capacity operation. The IrUEC scheme employs different UEC parametrizations for the encoding of different subsets of each message frame, operating on the basis of a single irregular trellis having a novel design. The irregular trellis employed by an IrUEC has a non-uniform structure that applies different UEC parametrizations for different subsets of the frame on a bit-by-bit basis. This allows the irregularity of the proposed IrUEC code to be controlled on a fine-grained bit-by-bit basis, rather than on a symbol-by-symbol basis. Hence, nearer-to-capacity operation is facilitated by exploiting this fine-grained control of the IrUEC irregularity. The free-distance properties of the UEC trellis were characterised for the first time in [19] , in order to conceive an attractive parametrization of the IrUEC scheme. Having characterized the free-distance of the UEC trellis using different codebooks, we carefully selected a suite of UEC codes having a wide variety of EXIT chart shapes for the component codes of our IrUEC code. A new double-sided EXIT chart matching algorithm was proposed for jointly matching the EXIT charts of the IrUEC and the IrURC codes. On the one hand, the component UEC codes having a wide variety of EXIT chart shapes provide design freedom for the IrUEC EXIT chart. On the other hand, our novel double-sided EXIT chart matching algorithm exploits this design freedom, in order to parametrize the IrUEC-IrURC scheme for creating a narrow but marginally open EXIT chart tunnel at a low E b /N 0 value that is close to the area bound and the capacity bound.
In this paper, we propose a new learning-aided UEC scheme. Like our previous UEC schemes, the proposed learning-aided scheme does not require prior knowledge of the source distribution at the transmitter. However, in contrast to our previous UEC schemes, the proposed learningaided scheme also does not require any prior knowledge of the source distribution at the receiver. Instead, the proposed receiver can learn the source distribution based on the received symbols, enabling near-capacity operation. Starting from a position of having no prior information about the source distribution, the proposed receiver is able to recover a first frame of symbols, albeit possibly with a relatively high Symbol Error Ratio (SER) if the channel Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is close the capacity bound. Nonetheless, this frame of symbols can be used to make a first estimate of the source distribution, which is stored in memory. This information can then be used to aid the recovery of a second frame of symbols, with an improved SER. This allows the estimate of the source distribution that is stored in memory to be improved. In this way, the SER and the estimate of the source distribution can be gradually improved in successive frames, during a transient phase. Following this, the receiver enters a steady-state phase, during which reliable near-capacity operation can be maintained by continuing the learning process, even if the source is non-stationary. In this case, the memory is populated only with source distribution information derived from recently-received frames, replacing the out-of-date information from older frames. We will investigate the trade-off between error correction performance and the size of the memory storage and demonstrate that the amount of required memory is moderate and practical. Furthermore, we propose two learning-aided SSCC benchmarkers, namely a learning-aided EG-CC scheme and a learning-aided Arithmetic-CC scheme. The EG-CC scheme employs the proposed learning technique only in the receiver, but suffers from capacity loss. The arithmetic scheme employs the learning technique in the transmitter based on the transmitted symbols and in the receiver based on the received symbols, but suffers from desynchronization in the presence of transmission errors.
The rest of the paper is organised as shown in Figure 2 . In Section II, we review the history of SSCC and JSCC schemes, as well as the motivation of the UEC scheme. In Section III, we analyse the nature of source symbols having both stationary and non-stationary probability distributions. Section IV details the transmitter and receiver of the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme, while Section V describes the learning technique advocated. Section VI details our SSCC benchmarkers and compares their SER performance to that of the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme. Our simulation results demonstrate that our proposed learningaided UEC scheme outperforms the benchmarkers by up to 0.85 dB, without requiring any additional decoding complexity or additional transmission-energy, -bandwidth or -duration. In Section VII, we provide a number of potential future research ideas based on the technique developed in this paper and our previous contributions. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION OF UEC CODE
Our UEC scheme is a JSCC [12] scheme conceived for performing both compression and error correction of multimedia information during its transmission from an encoder to a decoder. In this section, we review the background of the SSCC and JSCC schemes, as well as the motivation os the UEC code.
A. SEPARATE SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING
In Shannon's seminal contribution [4] , his source and channel coding separation theorem stated that source coding designed for compression and channel coding invoked for error correction can be designed entirely independently, without any loss of performance. In general, a basic SSCC scheme in wireless digital communications may be represented by Figure 3 . When communicating over a perfectly noiseless wireless communications channel, Shannon [4] showed that the minimum number of bits required after compression using source coding to reliably convey perfect knowledge of the source signal's information content to the receiver is given by the source entropy, because source coding eliminates the redundancy inherent in the source information. When communicating over noisy channels, Shannon [4] showed that if a source signal's information content is conveyed at a rate (bits per second) that does not exceed the channel's capacity, then it is theoretically possible to reconstruct it with an infinitesimally low probability of error. This motivates the employment of separate channel coding, which introduces carefully controlled redundancy that can be beneficially exploited for error correction. With this SSCC guidelines, the efforts of the academic and industrial research communities expended over the past 60 years are summarized at a glance in Table 1 .
However, Shannon's findings are only valid under a number of idealistic assumptions [20] , namely that the information is transmitted over an uncorrelated non-dispersive narrowband Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, while potentially imposing an infinite decoding complexity and buffering latency. These assumptions clearly have limited validity for practical finite-delay transmissions over realistic fading wireless channels [21] . Additionally, Shannon assumed that the source is stationary and that it is losslessly encoded. These assumptions have a limited validity in the case of multimedia transmission, since video, image, audio information is typically non-stationary, having characteristics that vary in time and/or space [21] , [22] . Furthermore, 'lossy' compression [23] is often readily tolerated for multimedia information, since human observers can typically tolerate moderate signal degradation in exchange for requiring a reduced bandwidth. Owing to this, some residual redundancy is typically retained during source coding, hence preventing near-capacity operation. This observation motivated the conception of Joint Source and Channel Coding (JSCC) [12] , as it will be introduced in Section II-B.
B. JOINT SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING
In order to exploit the residual redundancy and hence to achieve near-capacity operation, the classic SSCC schemes may be replaced by JSCC arrangements [12] in many applications. Generally, a basic JSCC scheme routinely used in wireless digital communications system is represented by Figure 4 . The history and milestones of JSCC development are listed in Table 2 . Diverse methods have been proposed for JSCC, which we will now briefly discuss. Channel-optimised source coding [61] , [62] may be employed for reducing the reconstruction error of the source, when the channel decoder is unable to correct all transmission errors. More particularly, the source encoder is designed with special consideration of the transmission errors that are most likely to occur, namely those causing a particular binary codeword to be confused with another similar codeword. In this way, channel-optimised source encoding allocates pairs of similar codewords to represent similar reconstructed source parameter values. This principle may be applied both to scalar quantisation [86] , [87] and to vector quantisation [62] , [66] . Furthermore, JSCC may be beneficially employed, if some of the source correlation is not removed during source encoding [67] , or some redundancy is intentionally introduced during source coding [88] . Based on this approach, the receiver is capable of exploiting the residual redundancy in order to provide an error correction capability, which may be exploited for mitigating any transmission errors that could not be eliminated during channel decoding.
JSCC has been successfully applied to the encoding of symbols selected from finite sets, such as the 26 letters of the English alphabet {a, b, c, . . . , z}. However, when the source symbol values are selected from a set having an infinite cardinality, such as the positive integers in the range of 1 to infinity N 1 = {1, 2, 3, . . . , ∞}, the existing JSCCs, such as Self-Synchronizing Variable Length Code (SSVLC) [63] , RVLC [13] , VLEC codes [14] , Even Weight Variable Length Code (EWVLC) [77] and IrVLC [80] become unsuitable. More specifically, when the cardinality of the symbol value set is infinite, the trellis and graph structures [73] , [89] - [95] employed by these codes become infinitely large, hence the corresponding decoding algorithms become infinitely complex. This motivates the work in this treatise.
C. MOTIVATION
The motivation of our UEC code is summarized in Table 3 . For those source symbols that are selected from a set having finite cardinality, classic SSCC based on Huffman [4] or Shannon-Fano [24] codes may indeed be capable of reconstructing the source information with an infinitesimally low probability of error, provided that the transmission rate does not exceed the channel's capacity [4] . However, SSCC schemes require both the transmitter and receiver to accurately estimate the occurrence probability of every symbol value that the source produces. For example, in the English alphabet, the letter 'e' occurs with a much higher probability than the letter 'x'. In practice, the occurrence probability of rare symbol values can only be accurately estimated, if a sufficiently large number of symbols has been observed, hence potentially imposing an excessive latency.
This motivates the design of so-called universal codes, such as the EG codes [8] , which facilitate the binary encoding of symbols selected from infinite sets, without requiring any knowledge of the corresponding occurrence probabilities at either the transmitter or receiver. In order to exploit the residual redundancy and hence to achieve near-capacity operation, the classic SSCC schemes may be replaced by JSCC arrangements [12] , such as the VLEC code [14] . However, the decoding complexity of all previous JSCCs, such as RVLC [13] and VLEC codes [14] , increases rapidly with the cardinality of the symbol set becoming excessive for the cardinality of the symbols produced by practical multimedia encoders, such as H.264 [10] and H.265 [11] , and asymptotically tending to infinity, when the cardinality is infinite. Against this background, we propose a novel JSCC scheme, which is referred to as the Unary Error Correction Code (UEC). As shown in Table 3 , our UEC is designed to fill the gap for the combination of JSCC and infinite source symbol sets.
As it will be introduced in Section IV, our UEC encoder generates a bit sequence by concatenating unary codewords [96] , while the decoder employs a trellis that has only a modest complexity, even when the cardinality of the symbol value set is infinite. This trellis is designed so that the transitions between its states are synchronous with the transitions between the consecutive unary codewords in the concatenated bit sequence. This allows the UEC decoder to exploit the residual redundancy using the classic Bahl-Cocke-JelinekRaviv (BCJR) algorithm [33] . Furthermore, we prove that in the case of arbitrary symbol value distributions, the capacity loss asymptotically approaches zero, as the complexity of the UEC trellis is increased. In fact, we show that the capacity loss closely approaches zero, even if only a modest trellis complexity is employed.
III. NATURE OF THE SOURCE
In this section, we introduce the source distributions considered in this paper, which are inspired by those of H.265. However, the particular distribution of the source symbols produced during H.265 encoding are sensitive to the particular selection of video encoding parameters and to the particular video sequences being encoded. Owing to this, we prefer to consider model source distributions, which can be parametrized to be representative of the H.265 distribution in various applications, as well as of a wide variety of other multimedia source distributions. We begin in Section III-A by introducing a stationary zeta distribution, which is inspired by the H.265 distribution. This is extended in Section III-B, to provide the non-stationary zeta source distribution that is applied throughout the rest of this paper. This nonstationary distribution is inspired by the non-stationary nature of the H.265 source distribution.
A. STATIONARY ZETA DISTRIBUTION
As shown in Figure 7 , the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme is designed to convey a sequence of successive symbol vectors, where each vector
of Independent and Identically Distributed (IID) Random Variables (RVs). Each RV X i adopts the symbol value x ∈ N 1 with the probability Pr(X i = x) = P(x), where N 1 = {1, 2, 3, . . .} is the infinite-cardinality set comprising all positive integers. Here, the symbol entropy is given by
where [16] . Figure 5 illustrates the overall distribution of the symbol values that are entropy encoded by the H.265 video encoder, for the case of a particular video encoder parametrization and for a particular set of video sequences [97, p. 94] . The H.265 distribution of Figure 5 corresponds to a symbol entropy of H X = 2.348 bits per symbol. Note that these symbol values appear to obey Zipf's law [17] , since the H.265 distribution may be approximated by the zeta distribution.
More specifically, the stationary zeta probability distribution [17] is defined as
where ζ (s) = x∈N 1
x −s is the Riemann zeta function and s parametrizes the distribution. Alternatively, the zeta distribution may be parameterized by p 1 = Pr(X i = 1) = 1/ζ (s), which is the occurrence probability of the most frequently encountered symbol values, namely 1. Zeta distributions having the parameter p 1 ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9} and the corresponding symbol entropy H X ∈ {17.458, 9.171, 6.104, 4.402, 3.267, 2.422, 1.740, 1.154, 0.612} are depicted in Figure 5 . Table 4 exemplifies the source symbol probabilities P(x) for the case of a stationary zeta distribution, having the parameter p 1 = 0.797, as was considered in our previous work [16] . This parametrization corresponds to a symbol entropy of 1.171 bits per symbol.
However, in contrast to the stationary zeta distributions that have been considered in our previous work, the H.265 source distribution is non-stationary, since it varies gradually with time, sometimes having a higher than average entropy and sometimes having a lower than average entropy. Motivated by this, we propose a non-stationary zeta distribution model in this paper, as detailed in Section III-B. 
B. NON-STATIONARY ZETA DISTRIBUTION
In order to characterize how quickly the non-stationary source distribution varies in H.265, we segmented the sequence of 226 million symbols characterized in Figure 5 into successive vectors having a fixed length a. Following this, we measured the symbol entropy in each vector using (1), in order to obtain a corresponding sequence of symbol entropies. Finally, we measured the first-order autocorrelation of the entropy sequence, as plotted in Figure 6 as a function of the vector length a. It may be seen that the greatest first-order autocorrelation is achieved when the vector length a is around 1000. Therefore, without loss of any generality, we assume that the symbol vector x of Figure 7 has a length of a = 1000, throughout the rest of this paper.
In contrast to the stationary zeta distribution of Section III-A, the non-stationary zeta distribution produces successive symbol vectors x of a = 1000 symbols having a represent the corresponding deinterleavers. Block M represents the memory storage that is used to store the statistics observed from successive recovered symbol vectorsx. Bold notation without a diacritic is used to denote a symbol or bit vector. A diacritical tilde represents an LLR vector pertaining to the bit vector with the corresponding notation. The superscripts 'a', 'e' and 'p' denote a priori, extrinsic and a posteriori LLRs, respectively.
TABLE 5.
The parametrization of the seven sets of non-stationary source distribution parameters, including frames per cycle T , as well as meanp 1 and standard deviation σ of the zeta distribution parameter p 1 . Characteristics are provided for the various schemes considered, including outer coding rate R o , inner coding rate R i and effective throughput η. E b /N 0 bounds are given for the case of Gray-mapped QPSK transmission over an uncorrelated narrowband Rayleigh fading channel. Complexity is quantified by the average number of Add, Compare and Select (ACS) operations incurred per decoding iteration and per symbol in the vector x. The optimised size M of the memory used for learning is also provided.
series of different but correlated p 1 values, as mentioned by the autocorrelation results of Figure 6 . This stream of correlated p 1 values is obtained by first generating an uncorrelated stream of Gaussian distributed noise. This noise stream is then smoothed using a low-pass filter having a normalised cut-off frequency of 1/T , where T is a parameter that specifies the number of successive symbol vectors x produced per cycle of variation among the correlated p 1 values. Following this, the mean and standard deviation of the filtered noise is adjusted to equal the parameter valuesp 1 and σ , respectively. Each successive value of p 1 from this stream may then be used to parametrize the zeta distribution of (2), which is used to generate each successive vector x of a = 1000 source symbols.
As listed in Table 5 , the analysis of the following sections will consider seven different sets of parametrizations. In set (a) for example, the low pass filter is parametrized by T = 40 successive symbol vectors x per p 1 cycle, by a mean ofp 1 = 0.8 and by a standard deviation of σ = 1/30, resulting in 99.7% of the non-stationary p 1 values falling in the range of [0.7, 0.9]. Note however that the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme may be applied to arbitrary non-stationary source distributions, not just those adhering to the model described in this section.
IV. SYSTEM MODEL
The proposed learning-aided UEC scheme of Figure 5 performs the JSCC encoding and decoding of successive symbol vectors x, in which the symbol values are selected from a set having an infinite cardinality, as described in Section III. Like conventional UEC coding, the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme does not require any knowledge of the symbol occurrence probabilities at the transmitter. However, in contrast to conventional UEC coding, the proposed scheme does not require this knowledge at the receiver either, since it can gradually estimate the source probability distribution from the recovered symbols. In Section IV-A and IV-B, we will introduce the operations of the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. Following this, Section V will discuss the operation of the proposed learning mechanism.
A. TRANSMITTER OPERATION
As shown in Figure 7 , the learning-aided UEC scheme encodes the source vector x using a unary encoder. Each symbol
is represented by a corresponding codeword y i that comprises x i bits, namely (x i − 1) one-valued bits followed by a single zero-valued bit, as exemplified in Table 4 . Note that the average codeword length l of y i is given by
The output of the unary encoder is generated by concatenating the selected unary codewords Following unary encoding, the trellis encoder of Figure 7 is employed to encode the bit vector y. Figure 3 (a) in [16] illustrates the generalized r-state UEC trellis, while Figure 8 of this paper exemplifies an r = 4-state UEC trellis. Each bit y j of the input bit sequence y = [y j ] b j=1 forces the trellis encoder to traverse from its previous state m j−1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} to its next state m j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, in order of increasing bit-index j. Each next state m j is selected from two legitimate alternatives, depending on the bit value y j , according to
where the number of possible states r is required to be even and the encoding process always begins from the state m 0 = 1. Here, the function odd(·) yields 1 if the operand is odd or 0 if it is even. In this way, the bit vector y identifies a path through the trellis, The trellis encoder represents each bit y j in the vector y by an n-bit codeword z j . This is selected from the set of r/2 codewords C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c r/2−1 , c r/2 } or from the complementary set C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c r/2−1 , c r/2 }, which is achieved according to
For example, the n = 2-bit codewords C = {01, 11} are employed in the r = 4-state UEC trellis of Figure 8 . Finally, the selected codewords are concatenated to obtain the Figure 7 . For example, the path m = [1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 4, 1, 2, 4 , 1] through the r = 4-state n = 2-bit trellis of Figure 8 corresponds to the encoded bit vector z = [01011111001 0111001011100010100]. Note that the UEC encoder does not require any knowledge of the source distribution, since the output bit vector z of the UEC encoder only depends on the symbol vector x and the parametrization of the UEC trellis. This is true for both the conventional UEC scheme and our proposed learning-aided UEC scheme.
When the source distribution is stationary, the overall average coding rate R o of the UEC encoder is given by R o = H X nl .
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However, if the source distribution is non-stationary, then the symbol entropy H X and the average unary codeword length l will vary from frame to frame. In this case, the average UEC coding rate R o is given by the expectation
which may be estimated experimentally.
As shown in Figure 7 , the UEC-encoded bit vector z is interleaved in the block π 1 , encoded by the URC encoder and then interleaved again by the block π 2 . Here, we recommend a 2-state URC having the generator polynomial [1, 0] and the feedback polynomial [1, 1] , as characterized in [7, Fig. 9 .6]. Following this, Gray-mapped Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation may be employed for transmission, as shown in Figure 7 . Consequently, the effective throughput is given by η = R o · R i · log 2 (M ) bits per symbol, where we have R i = 1 for the URC coding rate and M = 4 for the Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation order.
B. RECEIVER OPERATION
In the receiver of Figure 7 , Gray-mapped QPSK demodulation and deinterleaving in the block π −1 2 are performed, before commencing iterative decoding between the URC and UEC decoders. Here, the two decoders exchange vectors of LLRs, which are interleaved and deinterleaved in the blocks π 1 and π −1 1 , respectively. Both of these decoders apply the BCJR algorithm [33] to their respective trellises, where the UEC trellis decoder may employ the trellis of Figure 8 , which has only a modest complexity.
As shown in Figure 7 , the UEC trellis decoder is provided with a vector of a priori Logarithmic Likelihood Ratios (LLRs)z a = [z a k ] bn k=1 that pertain to the corresponding bits in the vector z. These a priori LLRs are used to generate the vector of extrinsic LLRsz e = [z e k ] bn k=1 , which also pertain to the corresponding bits in the vector z. Here, the value of bn is assumed to be perfectly known to the receiver and may be reliably conveyed by the transmitter using a small amount of side information, in practice. The BCJR algorithm can exploit the synchronization between the UEC trellis and the unary codewords, in order to improve the receiver's error correction capability and to facilitate near-capacity operation. This is achieved by including the conditional transition probability Pr(M j = m|M j−1 = m ) = P(m|m ) as an additional term during the BCJR algorithm's γ t calculation of [33, eq. (9) ], where we have
and P(m, m ) is given in [16, (8) ], which depends on the symbol probability distribution P(x) as described in Section IV-A. Note that knowledge of the entire symbol probability distribution P(x) is not required in order to exploit (7) . Rather, the only knowledge required is that of the average unary codeword length l and the probabilities of the first r/2 − 1 symbol values p = [P(x)] r/2−1 x=1 [16] . In the conventional UEC scheme of [16] , the average length l and the probability vector p are assumed to be stationary and known at the receiver, as represented by the dashed line in Figure 7 . However, since P(x) is non-stationary and unknown at the receiver of the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme, it must estimate l and p heuristically and iteratively, before this information can be exploited by (7) . The mechanism proposed for this learning process will be discussed in Section V. In the absence of this information, the Pr(M j = m|M j−1 = m ) term can be simply omitted from the γ t calculation of [33, eq. (9)], at the cost of degrading the receiver's error correction capability.
In each decoding iteration, the UEC trellis decoder may also invoke the BCJR algorithm for generating the vector of
that pertain to the corresponding bits in the vector y. The unary decoder of Figure 7 exploits the observation that each of the a unary codewords in the vector y contains only a single zero-valued bit. This is achieved by sorting the a posteriori LLRs in the vectorỹ p in order to identify the a number of bits in the vector y that are most likely to have values of zero. A hard decision vectorŷ is then obtained by setting the value of these bits to zero and the value of all other bits to one. Finally, the bit vectorŷ can be unary decoded in order to obtain the symbol vectorx of Figure 7 , which is guaranteed to comprise a number of symbols owing to the above-described technique. Note that the value of a is assumed to be known to the receiver. In practice, this may be achieved by either using a constant value for a that is hard-coded into the receiver or by reliably conveying the value of a from the transmitter to the receiver using a small amount of side information. The iterative exchange of LLRs between the UEC and URC decoders of Figure 7 continues until a particular number of iterations have been completed or until the correctly decoded symbol vectorx has been obtained, which may be detected using a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) code in practice, for example.
V. LEARNING ALGORITHM
As discussed in Section IV-B, the only knowledge that the UEC trellis decoder requires in order to facilitate nearcapacity operation is the average unary codeword length l and the probabilities of the first r/2 − 1 symbol values p = [P(x)] r/2−1 x=1 . When the probability distribution P(x) of source symbols x is non-stationary and unknown, our learning-aided UEC scheme is able to heuristically and iteratively estimate l and p from the recovered symbol vectorsx, and feed them back to the trellis decoder as a priori information, in order to improve the receiver's error correction capability.
The estimation is implemented using the memory storage block labeled M in Figure 7 . This memory storage is used to store source distribution statistics that have been observed from successive recovered symbol vectorsx. We quantify the size of this memory storage in terms of the number M of the most-recently recovered symbol vectorsx from which the statistics are derived. As described in Section IV-B, the number a of symbols in each vector x and the number b of bits in each vector y are known to the decoder. Owing to this, following the decoding of each frame, the average unary codeword length l can be estimated bŷ
which can then be used to aid the decoding of the next frame. Here, a m and b m are the number of symbols and number of bits in the m-th most-recently recovered frame, respectively. In this way, we can also count the occurrences of the first r/2 − 1 symbol values in each recovered symbol vectorx. Therefore, following the decoding of each frame, the probability vector p can be estimated bŷ
which can then also be used to aid the decoding of the next frame. Here, N (x m = x) denotes the number of recovered symbols that has a value of x in the m-th most-recently recovered symbol vectorx m . Note that the memory will be empty during the decoding of the first frame. In this case, l andp are not exploited during UEC decoding, by omitting the Pr(M j = m|M j−1 = m ) term from the γ t calculation of [33, eq. (9)], as described in Section IV-B. Following this, while M frames have not been received yet, the summations in (8) and (9) are adjusted accordingly. Note that, during this initial transient phase, the estimated l andp may not have accurate values, particularly if transmission errors occur owing to low SNR. Nevertheless, this imperfect a priori information can still contribute to improve the error correction capability of the trellis decoder, resulting in fewer errors inx and more reliable feedback ofl andp for the next frame. In this way, our learning-aided UEC scheme is able to gradually learn the statistics of the source distribution and iteratively update the estimatedl andp on a frame-byframe basis. As a result, the performance of the decoder can be continually improved until a steady-state phase is reached, where upon near-capacity operation is obtained.
For the stationary probability distribution, it is clear to see that the more memory storage is applied, the more accurate source distribution statistics can be obtained. In this case, the difference between the estimated values ofl andp and the real values of l and p will become infinitesimal, when infinite memory is applied, giving 
However, in the case of non-stationary source distributions, it is not desirable to apply infinite memory storage. This is not only because of the impracticality of infinite memory, but also because the source distribution of the current frame is only correlated to those of recent frames, when the source is non-stationary. If the size of the memory storage is too large, then the estimatesl andp will be contaminated by out-of-date source distribution statistics, damaging the error correction capability of the scheme. Therefore, there is a trade-off between collecting enough statistics to make a good estimation and collecting too many out-of-date statistics.
In the simulations of Section VI, we will investigate this trade-off, in order to optimize the overall performance of our proposed learning-aided scheme. We will also consider an idealized but impractical version of the proposed learningaided UEC scheme, in which a genie provides the receiver with perfect knowledge of l and p for each frame. As a result, this version provides a baseline, which characterizes the bound on the performance that the learning-aided UEC scheme can achieve.
VI. BENCHMARKERS AND SER PERFORMANCE
In this section, we compare the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme to two SSCC benchmarkers that employ a similar learning strategy, as well as to corresponding idealized but impractical versions of all schemes. In the learningaided EG-CC benchmarker of Figure 9 (a), the unary code of Figure 7 is replaced by an EG code and the UEC trellis code is replaced by a CC code. As a further step, the learningaided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker is obtained by replacing the EG code by an arithmetic code, as shown in Figure 9 (b). The design and parametrizations of the two benchmarkers are detailed in Section VI-A and Section VI-B, respectively. Section VI-C compares the SER performance of our proposed learning-aided UEC with that of the benchmarkers.
A. LEARNING-AIDED EG-CC BENCHMARKER
In the transmitter of the learning-aided EG-CC scheme, an EG encoder is employed to convert the symbol vector x into the bit vector y, which typically has nonequiprobable bit values. Here, the first ten codewords of the EG code are given in Table 4 . When the source distribution is stationary, the average EG codeword length is given by l = x∈N 1 P(x) 2 log 2 (x) + 1 . However, when the source distribution is non-stationary, the average EG codeword length will vary from frame to frame, as described in Section IV-A. Following EG encoding, y is CC encoded to obtain the bit vector z, as shown in Figure 9 (a). The CC encoder may be described by the generator and feedback polynomials provided in [16, Table II ]. Here, we employ the n = 2-bit r = 4-state CC code, in order to facilitate a fair comparison with the case where trellis encoder of the learning-aided UEC scheme employs the UEC trellis of Figure 8 .
In the case of a non-stationary source distribution, the EG-CC coding rate R o may be quantified by the expectation of (6) and will typically differ from that of the UEC scheme. For the sake of fair comparisons, either doping or puncturing may be applied in the block π 2 of Figure 9 in order to achieve the same effective throughput η for all schemes. Doping is applied when the coding rate R o of EG-CC encoding is higher than that of UEC encoding, while puncturing is applied when the coding rate of EG-CC encoding is lower. More particularly, in the doping operation of π 2 , a certain number of bits from the tail of the interleaved bit vector w are duplicated and appended to the end of w. In the receiver, the de-doping operation of π −1 2 is achieved by removing the corresponding LLRs of the vectorw, before adding them into the LLRs that now form the end ofw. By contrast, when puncturing is applied in π 2 , a certain number of bits are truncated from the tail of the bit vector w. In the corresponding de-puncturing operation of π −1 2 , the positions in the LLR vectorw that correspond to the truncated bits are filled by zero-valued LLRs. The inner coding rate R i is defined as the ratio of the number of bits entering π 2 to the number of bits emerging from π 2 , where R i > 1 for puncturing as R i < 1 for doping, as listed in Table 5 .
During iterative decoding, the CC decoder employs the BCJR algorithm to convert the vector of a priori LLRsz a into the vector of extrinsic LLRsz e , and it employs the Viterbi algorithm [20] to convertz a into the vector of recovered bitsŷ, which is then EG decoded to obtain the recovered symbol vectorx. Note that in the receiver of the learningaided EG-CC scheme, the CC decoder is not able to exploit knowledge of the average codeword length l or the symbol probability distribution P(x), like the UEC trellis decoder.
However, the BCJR algorithm employed by the CC decoder is able to exploit knowledge of the probability of occurrence of the binary values in the bit vector y output by the EG encoder. More specifically, the CC decoder is provided with a vectorỹ a = [y a j ] b j=1 of a priori LLRs, having identical values. As shown in Figure 9 (a), we consider two different versions of the learning-aided EG-CC benchmarker, depending on how the value used for all LLRs in the vectorỹ a is obtained.
• 1. Idealized but impractical a priori information As indicated by the dashed line in Figure 9 (a), the first version of the learning-aided EG-CC benchmarker relies on an impractical genie to provide the receiver with perfect knowledge of the bit value probabilities of each frame, which can be used to provide the idealized a priori LLR vectorỹ a . As a result, this version provides a baseline, which characterizes the bound on the performance that the learning-aided EG-CC benchmarker can achieve.
• 2. Estimated a priori information Based on the learning technique of Section V, the second version of the learning-aided EG-CC benchmarker employs memory M at the receiver to store the bit probability statistics obtained from the M most-recently recovered bit vectorsŷ, as shown in Figure 9 (a). In this way, the a priori LLRs can be estimated as
where w(ŷ m ) and l(ŷ m ) are the weight and length of the m-th most-recently recovered bit vectorŷ m , respectively. As in the learning UEC scheme, the number of frames M considered by the memory storage may be optimized in the case of non-stationary source probability distributions. Note that during the transient phase, the memory and the a priori LLR vectorỹ a are operated in analogy with the technique employed by the proposed learningaided UEC scheme during the transient phase.
B. LEARNING-AIDED ARITHMETIC-CC BENCHMARKER
As shown in Figure 9 (b), the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker can be obtained by replacing the EG code of Figure 9 (a) by an arithmetic code. Arithmetic encoding and decoding both require knowledge of the entire source probability distribution. However, this corresponds to an infinite amount of knowledge when the cardinality of the source alphabet is infinite. In order to overcome this problem, the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC scheme clips all symbol values in the vector x to a limit of 1000, before they are arithmetic encoded. This clipping leads to some arithmetic decoding errors, since the receiver will recover the clipped value, rather than correct value of each symbol. However, this effect is small since symbol values exceeding 1000 are rare in the source distributions considered here. In case of non-stationary source distributions, the arithmetic encoder and decoder's knowledge of the source distribution must be adaptively updated, in order to reflect the changing statistics of the source. As shown in Figure 9 (b), depending on how this knowledge is updated and whether synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver is assumed, we consider three different versions of the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC scheme, as follows.
• v1. Idealized but impractical knowledge of the source distribution and idealized but impractical synchronization As indicated by the dashed line in Figure 9 (b), the first version of the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker relies on an impractical genie to provide perfect knowledge of the source distribution of each frame to both the transmitter and receiver, guaranteeing perfect synchronization between them. As a result, this version provides a baseline, which characterizes the bound on the performance that the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC scheme can achieve.
• v2. Estimated knowledge of the source distribution and idealized but impractical synchronization Based on the learning technique of Section V, the second version of the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker employs memory M at the transmitter to store symbol probability statistics obtained from the M previous symbol vectors x, as shown in Figure 9 (b).
Therefore, in analogy to (9) , the symbol occurrence probabilities can be estimated aŝ
Here, the addition of 1 in the numerator of (12) ensures that no symbols are attributed an estimated probability of zero and naturally allows a uniform probability distribution to be assumed when encoding the first frame, for which the memory M is empty. During the subsequent transient phase, the memory is operated in analogy with the learning-aided UEC scheme during its transient phase. This version of the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker relies on an impractical genie to share the estimated symbol probabilitiesp from the transmitter to the receiver, guaranteeing perfect synchronization.
• v3. Estimated knowledge of the source distribution and imperfect but practical synchronization In this practical version of learning-aided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker, the learning process of (12) is performed independently in the transmitter and receiver, based on the symbol vector x and the recovered symbol vectorx, respectively. This is achieved using independent memories M in the transmitter and receiver, as shown in Figure 9 (b). Owing to this, synchronization between the memories is not guaranteed in the presence of transmission errors, which may causex and x to differ. In the case of a non-stationary source distribution, the arithmetic coding rate R o may be quantified in analogy to (6) , once the steady state has been reached. In order to facilitate fair comparisons, doping or puncturing may be applied in the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC scheme, in order to achieve the same steady-state effective throughput η as the learning-aided UEC and EG-CC schemes. Figure 10 compares the steady-state SER performance of the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme with those of the learning-aided EG-CC and the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC benchmarkers of Figure 9 . In each of Figures 10(a) to 6(g) , the source symbol vector x obeys the non-stationary zeta distribution of Section III-B, which is parametrized by the corresponding set shown in Table 5 . For example, the simulation results of Figure 10 (a) corresponds to the parameter set (a), for which the parameters T = 40,p 1 = 0.8 and σ = 1/30 are employed to generate a sequence of p 1 values, as described in Section III-B. Each of those p 1 values is used to generate a symbol vector x comprising a = 10 3 symbols, which is then encoded by the various schemes considered. Transmission is performed over a Gray-mapped QPSK-modulated uncorrelated narrowband Rayleigh fading channel. Table 5 quantifies the number of ACS operations performed by the BCJR algorithm of each scheme per symbol of x and per decoding iteration [98] . In Figure 10 , all SER results are obtained using a limit of 7500 ACS operations VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 10. SER performance for various arrangements of the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme of Figure 7 , the learning-aided EG-CC benchmarker of Figure 9 (a) and the learning-aided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker of Figure 9 (b), when conveying symbols obeying a non-stationary zeta distribution that is generated by the corresponding parameter sets (a) to (g) of Table 5 , and communicating over a QPSK-modulated uncorrelated narrowband Rayleigh fading channel. A complexity limit of 7500 ACS operations per decoding iteration is imposed for decoding each of the symbols in x.
C. SER PERFORMANCE
per symbol of x, which is sufficient for achieving iterative decoding convergence in all schemes, and facilitates fair comparisons in terms of decoding complexity.
As described in Section VI-A and VI-B, we employ doping and puncturing in order to obtain the same overall effective throughput η for all schemes employing the same source distribution parameter set. Note that doping/puncturing will increase/reduce the average frame length in order to give fair comparison. Therefore, doping/puncturing will increase/reduce the redundancy in the transmitted bit vector, hence it enhances/degrades the error correction capability.
The ninth column of Table 5 provides the specific E b /N 0 values, where the Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity becomes equal to the effective throughput η of each scheme considered. These E b /N 0 values represent the capacity bound, above which it is theoretically possible to achieve reliable communication. For example, the parameter set (a) of Table 5 , results in an effective throughput of η = 0.7452 bit/s/Hz for all considered schemes, yielding a corresponding DCMC capacity bound of 0.767 dB. This bound is represented by a vertical line in Figure 10(a) . However, in order to facilitate the creation of an open EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart tunnel, it is necessary, but not sufficient, for the area A o beneath the inverted outer EXIT function to exceed the area A i beneath the inner EXIT function [99] . Therefore, the area bound provides the E b /N 0 value where we have A o = A i , which would theoretically allow the creation of an open EXIT chart tunnel [100] . Depending on how well the EXIT functions match each other, a narrow but open EXIT chart tunnel can only be created at a specific E b /N 0 value, which we refer to as the tunnel bound. Based on these observations, the E b /N 0 bounds may be used to characterize the iterative decoding performance of our proposed scheme and the benchmarkers.
Furthermore, for the practical versions of our schemes that employ the memories shown in Figure 7 and 9, we consider different sizes M for the memories used for each parameter set. More specifically, Figure 10 considers the case of M = 0, where no memory is used at the receiver and so the decoders never have any knowledge of the source distribution. When M = 1, only statistics derived from the previous recovered symbol vectorx are stored in the memory, providing the decoder with only limited knowledge about the source distribution. Despite this, the learning-aided UEC scheme benefits from an SER performance gain of up to 1 dB, when employing M = 1 instead of M = 0. As described in Section V, the size M of the memory can be optimized to suit the nature of the non-stationary source. Without loss of generality and for the sake of simplicity, Figure 10 provides SER results for the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme where the size of the memory M is set equal to the number of frames per cycle T, which parametrizes the non-stationary source distribution. Our experiments reveal that the resultant SER performance is very close to that offered by optimizing M . However, the value of optimized M may be adjusted accordingly in practice. As shown in Figure 10 , the SER performance of the practical learning-aided UEC scheme having the optimized memory size M offers a performance that is as little as 0.1 dB away from the idealized but impractical UEC scheme, when the SER is 10 −3 . By contrast, the practical learning-aided EG-CC scheme only requires M = 1 in order to achieve the same performance as its idealized but impractical baseline. This is because the learning-aided EG-CC scheme only needs to estimate a single source distribution statistic, namely the value of the LLR that is used for all elements of the vectorỹ a provided to the CC decoder. Nevertheless, our proposed M = 1 learning-aided UEC scheme offers up to 0.8 dB [101] , [102] of Figure 12 . Each codeword can be considered to be a concatenation of y i and u i , where the bit-vector is decomposed into the sub-bit-vectors. The bit-vectors y i and u i relate to the sub-symbols x i and t i according to y i = Unary(x i ) and u i = FLC(t i ), respectively. The first 12 codewords are also listed for the REGEC code [103] .
gain compared to the M = 1 learning-aided EG-CC scheme at the SER of 10 −3 , and gains of up to 0.85 dB when employing the value of M = T . This may explained by the capacity loss that is incurred by the SSCC used in the learning-aided EG-CC scheme, which is characterized by the large discrepancies between the E b /N 0 tunnel and capacity bounds shown in Table 5 . Note that the gains offered by the proposed learning-aided UEC scheme are achieved for free, with no increase to decoding complexity or to transmissionenergy, -bandwidth or -duration. Note that the impractical versions of the Arithmetic-CC benchmarker offer similar SER performance to our optimized practical learning-aided UEC scheme. This may be explained by the high efficiency of the arithmetic code, which results in a smaller capacity loss, compared to the EG-CC benchmarker. Note that the results of Figure 10 are provided for the case where the Arithmetic-CC scheme employs a memory size M equal to T, which was found to offer performance that closely matches that of the optimized M . However, the practical version of the learningaided Arithmetic-CC benchmarker performances very badly, since the memories in its transmitter and receiver become easily desynchronized in the presence of transmission errors.
VII. FUTURE WORK
The research illustrated in [18] and [19] and this paper can be extended in several directions. As depicted in Figure 11 , the adaptive, irregular and learningaided techniques may be readily employed in other universal error correction codes, yielding enhanced versions of these codes.
A. ADAPTIVE/IRREGULAR/LEARNING-AIDED EGEC, RICEEG AND EXPGEC SCHEMES
The proposed UEC code is based on the unary code, which is a special case of the Rice code [30] . More specifically, the Rice code is parametrized by M , where M = 1 yields the unary code, as shown in Table 6 . By exploiting the similarities between the unary and Rice codes, our UEC code was extended to conceive a Rice Error Correction (RiceEC) FIGURE 11. The enhancement of universal error correction codes by using the techniques developed in this treatise.
code in [101] . 1 Although RiceEC codes have shorter average codeword lengths than UEC codes for some source symbol distributions, neither of them may be deemed to constitute universal codes having finite average codeword lengths for all monotonic source symbol distributions. Owing to this, both the UEC and RiceEC codes may suffer from having an average codeword length that tends to infinity for some source symbol distributions, including Zeta distributions having p 1 ≤ 0.608 in the case of the UEC code, as described in Section IV-A.
By contrast, the Elias Gamma (EG) code [6] and the Exponential Golomb (ExpG) code [30] are universal codes, providing a finite average codeword length for any monotonic source symbol distribution. Motivated by this, universal JSCCs were obtained by extending the UEC code for conceiving the Elias Gamma Error Correction (EGEC) code of [102] 2 and the Exponential Golomb Error Correction (ExpGEC) code of [101] . Both the codes are capable of facilitating FIGURE 12. The schematic of the EGEC, RiceEG and ExpGEC codes [101] , [102] .
the near-capacity transmission of infinite-cardinality symbol alphabets having any arbitrary monotonic probability distribution, hence having a much wider applicability. Note that the ExpG code is parametrized by k and the EG code is obtained in the special case of k = 0, as shown in Table 6 . More specifically, Table 6 characterizes the Unary, Rice, EG and ExpG codes, which map each symbol d i in the vector
, where the Rice and ExpG encoders are parametrized by M ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} and k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, respectively.
Note that all codewords in Table 6 can be considered to be a concatenation of a unary codeword and a suffix codeword. All codewords having the same unary prefix start with a suffix having the same fixed length. Motivated by this, the EGEC, RiceEG and ExpGEC encoders decompose each input symbol into two sub-symbols, which are encoded separately by two distinct sub-encoders, as shown in the schematic of Figure 12 . The first sub-encoder is referred to as the UEC sub-encoder, which operates in the same manner as the UEC encoder of this treatise. The second sub-encoder employs a serial concatenation of a Fixed length Code (FLC) and of a Convolutional Code (CC), which is referred to as the FLC-CC sub-encoder. More particularly, the splitter S of Figure 12 decomposes each symbol d i in the vector
and the sub-symbol t i in the vector t = [t i ] a i=1 , according to the arrangement shown in Table 6 for the various codes considered. Each sub-symbol x i and each sub-symbol t i is encoded by the UEC sub-encoder and the FLC-CC subencoder, respectively. An Unequal Error Protection (UEP) scheme was also proposed for optimizing the relative contribution of the two sub-codes to the encoding process, facilitating near-capacity operation at a low decoder complexity.
Owing to the similarity between the UEC scheme and the UEC sub-part of the EGEC, RiceEG and ExpGEC schemes, they may be readily enhanced by extending our adaptive, irregular and learning-aided techniques of papers [16] , [18] , [19] .
• For the adaptive design of [18] , the upper URC code of Figure 12 may be replaced by a turbo code, providing a three-stage concatenation in the UEC sub-part. In this way, the EGEC, RiceEG or ExpGEC decoder can dynamically adjust the activation order of the three decoders in the UEC sub-part, as well as the number of states in the UEC trellis decoder in order to strike an attractive trade-off between the decoding complexity and the error correction capability. Likewise, the FLC-CC part of Figure 12 may be concatenated with a turbo code and the corresponding decoder activation order can be dynamically adapted.
• For the irregular design of [19] , the UEC sub-part can provide a fine-grained bit-by-bit basis of the irregularity, rather than on a symbol-by-symbol basis. This allows an IrUEC sub-part to be designed in order to match the concatenated URC code. In the FLC-CC part, a conventional Irregular Convolutional Code (IrCC) may be used to obtain a similar benefit.
• For the learning-aided design of this paper, a memory storage may be employed in the scheme of Figure 12 , in analogy to that of Figure 7 . Therefore, the occurrence probabilities of the source symbols of the vector x can be estimated and hence can be fed back to the UEC trel- lis decoder as a priori information, facilitating reliable communication for unknown and non-stationary source probability distributions. Likewise, a similar mechanism may be employed in the FLC-CC part, in analogy to the learning-aided CC code used in the benchmarker of Section VI. However, the EGEC, RiceEG and ExpGEC schemes have a complicated structure that comprises two parts, as shown in Figure 12 . Owing to this, the FLC-CC sub-encoder cannot be operated until the operation of the UEC sub-encoder is completed, since the FLC-CC sub-decoder relies on the side information provided by the UEC sub-decoder. Therefore, the EGEC, RiceEG and ExpGEC schemes may suffer from the delay and loss of synchronization that are associated with the two parts. Furthermore, the UEP of the two parts must be tailored to the specific parametrization of the source distribution, leading to a degraded performance, when the source distribution is unknown or non-stationary. Additionally, the puncturing used in this UEP scheme increases the complexity and may lead to a capacity loss. Motivated by this, the so-called Reordered Elias Gamma Error Correction (REGEC) code was proposed in [103] , as a universal JSCC having a simpler structure, as discussed in the following subsection.
B. ADAPTIVE/IRREGULAR/LEARNING-AIDED REGEC SCHEMES
As shown in Figure 13 , the REGEC code [103] combines a so-called Reordered Elias Gamma (REG) source code with a novel trellis-based channel code. As shown in Table 6 , the REG codewords comprise a reordering of the bits in the EG codewords, allowing the REGEC trellis to be designed so that the transitions between its states are synchronous with the transitions between the consecutive codewords in the REG encoded bit sequence. This allows the residual redundancy in the REG encoded-bit sequence to be exploited for error correction by the REGEC trellis decoder, facilitating near-capacity operation. In this way, the REGEC scheme avoids the complicated two-part structure of the EGEC, RiceEG and ExpGEC schemes, as well as dispensing with the associated drawbacks. In particular, the REGEC code also has a simple structure comprising only a single part, which does not suffer from the delay and loss of synchronization that are associated with the two parts of the EGEC, RiceEG and ExpGEC codes. Furthermore, since the REGEC code does not need UEP, its parametrization does not have to be tailored to the particular source distribution, giving a ''one size fits all'' scheme.
Owing to the similarity between the UEC scheme and the REGEC scheme, our adaptive, irregular and learning techniques may be readily extended to design the corresponding Adaptive-, Irregular-and Learning-aided REGEC schemes.
• In case of the adaptive design of [18] , the codebook extension technique is also applicable to the REGEC code, as discussed in [103] . This allows the number of states employed in the REGEC trellis decoder to be dynamically selected, in order to strike an attractive trade-off between the decoding complexity and the error correction capability. Furthermore, the URC code of Figure 13 may be replaced by a turbo code, providing a three-stage concatenation. Therefore, 3D EXIT chart analysis can be employed for quantifying the potential benefits associated with activating each decoder, allowing hence the activation order of the three decoders to be dynamically adjusted.
• In case of the irregular design of [19] , the REGEC trellis also exhibits common features, regardless of its parametrization, in the same way as the UEC trellis. This may be exploited to create an irregular REGEC trellis having an irregularity that can be controlled on a fine-grained bit-by-bit basis, rather than on a symbolby-symbol basis. Moreover, the URC code of Figure 13 may be replaced by an IrURC code, in order to create a narrow, but marginally open EXIT chart tunnel, hence facilitating 'nearer-to-capacity' operation.
• In case of the learning-aided design of this paper, the memory storage that is employed in the scheme of Figure 7 may also be introduced into the REGEC scheme of Figure 13 . In this way, the occurrence probabilities of the source symbols can be estimated and then fed back to the trellis decoder as a priori information. In this way, the REGEC code would become capable of reliable near-capacity communication for unknown and non-stationary source probability distributions.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel learning-aided UEC scheme, which is designed for transmitting symbol values selected from unknown and non-stationary probability distributions. More specifically, the learning-aided UEC scheme is able to heuristically learn the source symbol distribution, based on the statistics obtained from the recovered symbols that are stored in memory at the receiver. By iteratively feeding these statistics back to the UEC decoder, it can dynamically adjust and maintain near-capacity operation, at the cost of only a slight memory requirement at the receiver.
Our simulation results show that our practical learning-aided UEC scheme performs only 0.1 dB away from an idealized but impractical version of the learning-aided UEC scheme, where perfect knowledge of the source distribution available at the receiver. Based on the same learning technique, we also proposed two SSCC benchmarkers, namely a learningaided EG-CC scheme and a learning-aided Arithmetic-CC scheme. The simulation results show that our learning-aided UEC scheme outperforms the benchmarkers by up to 0.85 dB in a variety of scenarios, without requiring any additional decoding complexity or any additional transmission-energy, -bandwidth, or -duration.
